The Privations of Sevastopol To Be Shown on Campus

A Russian film of the Siege of Sevastopol, which was translated by Ralph Parfus, correspondent of the N.Y. Times, who called it "the best film ever produced in this country. Some critics justly compare it with 'Four Blood Brothers of Courage' for the author's emotionalism and indescribable sensitivity.

The heroism of that nine-month siege, entirely overlooked by the world, was largely inspired by two young women, one a Russian, the other a German, the latter of whom was the wife of a German doctor. She worked throughout the war, the doctors and the wounded, tending the wounded, feeding the sick, and the defenders until their dying day.

No Melodrama

One of the more melancholy about the heroines—it seems to fit in with what I am, and what he represents, for him the motif of the hero is the destruction of the hero's duties. The writer never solved a fire in the school, and what he represents are from destruction to destruction.

AdIncome: Buy College Equipment

Many repairs and new supplies will be purchased for the college this year because its income has been increased, a large factor in this is the increase in student fees. Not only supplies and equipment for teaching and administration, but these student fees can be purchased with the increased allocations. Repairs which were postponed because of material shortages and lack of money can now be undertaken.

State work was done during the vacation in the Knowlton salon necessitated new plumbing equipment so that students who use the ceiling will no longer have to wait. The exterior of many buildings is also more attractive, which are not noticeable. The excavations and new water tanks, which are not necessary.

Academic departments have received increased appropriations for supplies and equipment. This should help the various departments so that the education department can now receive the proper equipment. There has also been an increase in certain of the faculty salaries. Increased allocation for fuel and food were also necessary in the budget avenue of right away.

Students Reminded of Spring Vacation Date

For those who have not seen the announcement of the bulletin boards, students should note that the announcement of spring vacation as it appeared in the college calendar was an error. Vacation will begin at 11 a.m. Thursday, March 28, and will end at 10 p.m. April 80 minutes.

Rev. Stacey of N.Y. Will Speak Oct. 28 At Vesper Service

The speaker at the 7 p.m. vesper service Sunday, October 28, will be the Rev. Alexander Stacey, pastor of the Methodit Church, New London. Dr. Stacey was born in Russia, and, up to stay, has been no country as he has become to Christallity and became a minister. He is a graduate of the Imperial University of Moscow, the Moscow Institute of Archaeology, the American Universities, and the Hartford Theological Seminary, where he also did post-graduate work.

He is holder of the degree, L.L.B., B.D., Ph.D., Master of Hum, and Master of Sacred Theology. He will speak on Sunday will be largely autobiographical (by request) and will be held in the chapel. He will remain at the college for a discussion period in Harkness chapel religious library.

NATHAN MILSTEIN

The concert will be held in the Palmer auditorium Friday evening, October 31 at 8 1/2 p.m. This is the opening of the new season of Connecticut college concerts.

Mr. Milstein's latest recordings, Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 2 and Tchaikovsky's Humor Concerto in D major, have been released by the critics.

The play is to be given on the first weekend of December, and a concert is planned for the same weekend.

First Concert of Season Will Be Given by Nathan Milstein

Eminent Violinist Scheduled To Play On Oct. 31 at 8:30

A concert by the eminent violinist, Nathan Milstein, to be held in Palmer auditorium on Wednesday evening, October 31 at 8:30, will be the opening of this year's season of Connecticut college concerts.

Mr. Milstein is Russian by birth and American by adoption. He was born in his native city of Odessa, and became an American citizen when he was seventeen. He is second tenor of Russia (a joint recital tour with a choral ensemble), who was chosen to become one of the great pianists of his generation. He first participated in a tour of America through the exclusive concert firms.

In 1925, Milstein left Russia, and, after a short stay abroad, continued his concert career, which caused such a sensation in the music world that he was able to attract genuine concert halls throughout other engagements throughout.

Toured Widely

Mr. Milstein has played widely in this country, and has toured Mexico twice and since his arrival in the United States has been appearing annually in almost every city and town. He has received with all the leading symphony orchestras and is the recipient of many awards. Mr. Milstein was introduced by Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto and the Polish orchestra. He has made many as many as 100 engagements in this country, and has been active in helping to vote and save many students for the purpose of adding the various war bond drives.

Ranking high among his hobbies, he enjoys playing ping pong, and his proudest boast is that he once beat Heifetz, who is regarded as the greatest player in the world. Today Mr. Milstein also likes to play chess, bridge, and other games.

Mr. Milstein's latest recordings, the Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 2 and Tchaikovsky's Humor Concerto in D major, have been released by the critics.

Young Hopefuls Invited To Try Out For Wig and Candle Thursday Night
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SAVE NOVEMBER 24 Big Plans Are Poppin'!
FREE SPEECH

The Editors of the "News" do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this issue. Each student, as well as each instructor, is free to express his views in the manner he sees fit, subject only to the rule that he must maintain the name and reputation of the school.

Through an oversight, this letter did not appear in last week's News as planned. The editors wish to apologize for the inconvenience.

Dear Editor:

In reply to an inquiry in the Free Speech column of the October 3 issue of the News, the Instructional Committee would like to inform the Class of 45 that the Compromise Examinations are now given as announced in the current catalogue, with no changes in the present procedures or requirements.

Margaret W. Kelly, Secretary of the Instructional Committee.

CALENDAR

Thursday, October 25
Choir Rehearsal 4:20, Chapel
And College Tryouts 7:00, Auditorium
Friday, October 26
Russian Movie, Siege of Sevastopol 7:30, Auditorium
Sunday, October 28
Coast Guard Services 9:00, 10:00, Chapel
Supervision of San Francisco is finished 2:15 p.m.
Wednesday, October 24
2:15 p.m.
Wednesday, October 25
6:45-8:00, Bill 106
Thursday, October 25
3:45-4:15 p.m.
Friday, October 26
4:20, Auditorium
Modern Dance Group 7:00-9:00, Knowlton Salon
Choir Rehearsal 4:20, Chapel

Palmer Radio Program WNLC 1490 On Your Dial

Wednesday, October 18, 7:00 p.m.
Arthur W. Quinlin of the department of music, opening the season with an organ recital from Harlzsian chapel, will play the Fantasy and Face in G Minor by Johann Sebastian Bach.

Thursday, October 25, 3:45-4:15 p.m.
A discussion on Modern French Painting, members of the department of Art college with associate professor J. Emery Lee.

WBCR, Hartford, Connecticut
Saturday, October 17, 10:00 a.m.
The second in the series of programs entitled "Look at the Facts" will consist of a discussion by Professors Hartley Cross and Leslie Beebe with members of the faculty and students.

Food for Peace

Freedom from hunger must have first priority. Europe is hungry; starvation is the failing. Lend-Lease kept the continent at a present substandard level, which already exceeds UNRA. UNRA has received only half of America's contribution, and this is new expanded. Congress plays politics while the furnished war.

Why let this prick our conscience? Has it anything to do with us? Europe will receive less food after liberation than at the height of Nazi domination. Democracy is no poor substitute for bread. Malnourished, cooked brothers and topside clubs. The million planning of San Francisco is futile without food. Food for Peace.

France, Poland, Belgium, and other of the United States are not for peace. We have agreement of UNRA its substitution immediately.

More than 100 million people in liberated Europe will struggle the American consumption will be the greatest in its history. This fact is political dynamite and human crime. God alone, not charity, is justice.

At the power of the atom won the war, the supply of food can be secured. Write your Congressman if you believe this peace is worthwhile.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

by Janet McDonough '47 and Betty Reiffel '46

What do you require in a roommate?

Chuddie Sonnich '47: Someone who sleeps late and goes to bed late, and not particularly lively. Someone who has a lot of beautiful clothes in my room. Someone who is too attractive, someone who's intelligent-I don't stand stupidity-and who does not ask questions about everything. A fairly even disposition and who likes to eat at all hours and doesn't mind food in the room.

Rickt Resnick and Ina Dub "We have to be a good substitute, stimulating and intelligent enough to make compensations. It would be nice if she were agreeable with the people who send her food and who has lots of connections.

Phoebe Black and Adele Cooper '47: Someone who goes to bed and gets up at the same time as you do and who has the same interests. And someone who is not too bad-looking, ‘QUIET' down the hall. Someone with the same friends and a girl who likes lively discussions and is interested in the courses.

Joan Abramson '47: The happy-go-lucky, stay up all night kind of a girl.

Bottle Cramer and Anne Schoen: We think a roommate with a sense of humor is a good basic. We both of us have to like the same things. One shouldn't be much noisier than the other, in other words, both of us should be good and sloppy. And they just have to be generous with their food. We are always laughing and they always have a nice kind of life. They are both not shy and have a kind of a nice nature. They are both not shy and have a kind of a nice nature.
Versatile Pooh Jensen Acts as Service League Social Head

By Connie Tashoff '48

Brown hair and soft gray eyes, and helpful answers to the name of Pooh, reveals the charm of the Face of Pooh. The versatile Pooh Jensen, the new social chairman of the Connecticut Women's League, is an art and philosophy major, with a B.S. in English from the University of Chicago. He can talk about just about anything.

By nature Pooh seems to be a bit quiet. However, her roommate, Jane Copes, 4th year English major, and her best friend, Geston Tench, 3rd year English major, are wonderful about talking Pooh's ear off. No, Pooh is not a chatterbox, but gestures show that she enjoys the company of others.

When Pooh Jensen walks into the room, she is a very fine bargain and all the girls that she talks to are sure that she is the soul of sociability. Pooh's presence seems to make them all feel just a little bit better.

Pooh's favorite pastime is to see a film. She has been down to the main campus and has enjoyed all that she has seen. Pooh is interested in world affairs, and she enjoys the company of others.

Pooh's house is a busy one. She is a very hard worker, and she always finds time to help others. Pooh is interested in the world, and she always finds time to help others.

Pooh's house president, and was elected to the position of the house president and head of the non-dissolved service league.

Mrs. C. Woodhouse Tells of Trip To War-Torn Nations

In our hands lies the future of Europe's million's, says Mrs. C. Woodhouse, service league president. Mrs. C. Woodhouse has been in the trip to Europe's million's, and she has been to many places. She has been to many countries, and she has seen many things.

In the trip, she has seen the beauty of the world, and she has seen the diversity of the people. She has seen the diversity of the culture, and she has seen the diversity of the language.

Mrs. C. Woodhouse has been to many countries, and she has seen many things. She has seen the beauty of the world, and she has seen the diversity of the people. She has seen the diversity of the culture, and she has seen the diversity of the language.

Mrs. C. Woodhouse has been to many countries, and she has seen many things. She has seen the beauty of the world, and she has seen the diversity of the people. She has seen the diversity of the culture, and she has seen the diversity of the language.

Mrs. C. Woodhouse has been to many countries, and she has seen many things. She has seen the beauty of the world, and she has seen the diversity of the people. She has seen the diversity of the culture, and she has seen the diversity of the language.

Mrs. C. Woodhouse has been to many countries, and she has seen many things. She has seen the beauty of the world, and she has seen the diversity of the people. She has seen the diversity of the culture, and she has seen the diversity of the language.
Black Market Rates Paid at Stamp Auction by Babs Girard ’47 “Now, I’ve seen everything!” Wally whispered to Pat, as they overheard a student who uttered this classic remark last Saturday night. No one had ever exhibited a more heterogeneous collection of articles than that which Hoarsness did. Strewed on the pianos in classical fashion were over 400 objects—sweaters, baby bath, bathtubs, popcorn, bedpans, record albums, radios, phonos, and wave set were a few of the many.

The curious observer may have noticed that this was the new collection for the forgotten, unfed, unequipped Bulgarians or Czechoslovakians. Upon further investigation, it was discovered that this auction sale was to be held. As a part of the current bond campaign, this plan was tried in Hardwick. Already dozens were offered by the inhabitants, and these goods were then sold on a novello basis. Buyers involved both their purchases and war stamps to the amount of the prices asked, and all this was certainly a bargain night at Hardwick—especially for the survivors. The fire sale, and the curious drug three quarters for a barrel de.

Robinson said to the lady in the blue jacket, “Why did you buy so many things? I could see a useful little Cornell plan to shop right through. With these and similar phrases, bidding was fast and confining was given a bid of 50 cents. Robinson said, ‘I didn’t have anything of that kind, I was certainly a bargain night at Hardwick—especially for the survivors. The fire sale, and the curious drug three quarters for a barrel de.

The success of the evening was apparent in the faces of the children. Dollars were handed over to the woman who passed them on a novel basis. Buyers involved both their purchases and war stamps to the amount of the prices asked, and all this was certainly a bargain night at Hardwick—especially for the survivors. The fire sale, and the curious drug three quarters for a barrel de.

The curator of a newspaper, speaking of the auction, remarked, “But they’re not getting out of our country. In eastern Connecticut, about 50 cents for a pair of slippers, or in New Haven, 35 cents for a pair of slippers, or in New Haven, 35 cents for a pair of shoes, can be found in the town.

The Coast Guard academy was also represented in the auction by one of these stylistic blouses, which happened to be on the front of the glass case, and the next day, it had been sold for 50 cents. It was considered a Fitzgerald buy, for it was the same thing for the physiology lab.

Dilly (Continued from Page Three) to use force to prevent armed clashes between member nations. The latter, however, would be able to work towards the preservation of mankind. In this way, the “armistice” plan would contribute to a lasting peace.

Altmans is on it's way with packs of dashing winter smartness in clothes and boot-straps accessories—plus a sleigh-load of gift ideas. See them in our showing at the Jordan’s

The Jordans

Wednesday, October 24, 1945
Stardust in your 'Bonnet'?

We mean "captured stardust"... and Roger & Galley, by perfumery. Just put some of this powdery pale between two layers of tulle and casually tuck it in your 'bonnet'. It's the easiest moment of beauty from Roger & Gallet, by perfumery. And... you won't be found dead without it. Here's Walter's "Bonnet" recital.

Woodhouse

(Continued from Page Three)

In Sweden, Mrs. Woodhouse was entertained at the knowledge of many of the people. She pointed out that many of our' countrymen are not only Aliens from Sweden. Her lady residence was without interference from the government.

Each of these countries wants to be entertained and have their guests entertained, Mrs. Woodhouse said, and ever thing depends on us. She spoke of America's or-der, the future is going to be directly affected. We are regarded as the world's greatest democracy. The Countrywoman added the hope that we will use that power for the good of all and to the benefit of millions, with nipping peace. The choice is ours, the honor of decision.

SOUTHERN EDITION

STORE CATEGORIES

SPORTING GOODS

SECOND FLOOR

The G. M. Williams Co.
The Old Fashion Up-to-date Hardware StoreCor. State and Bank Phone 5361

Additional Features

- Russian Movie (Continued from Page One)
- Gold Braid at Sub Base Dazzles CC Reception Belles by Janet McLaughlin '46
- A small, witty gentleman with a whimsical, alert expression—that is Walter Macker, officially entitled to see the pretty girls, along with the pretty girls at all the pretty girls' parties. For entertainment he likes a good variety show or a bit of dancing with his pretty wife, Lucinda.
- For his aspira-...-tions almost beyond human en-

Profile

MRS. WILLIAM MACK
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Extra Curricular FLYING

for PILOTS AND WOULD-BE PILOTS

$10 hr. Dual Instruction
$7 hr. Solo Flights
or Complete Courses in Pilot Training at Special Rates

Waterford Airport

Transportation Arranged

See our variety of laundry cases for mailing.
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Daznod 'From New Orleans IsGoldBraid at Sub

Latest... Small Leather Good.

See our variety of laundry cases for mailing.

Airport

OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM DEAN BURDICK

Dazzy, it must be explained, has an acute and creative imagina-
tion. It seems that he had the idea of dressing Dazzy as a col-
gress's pet in one Den Zie-

55), Not far from its bastions the

5.0

St."It seems that he who fi-

would be fragrant with "captured stardust."

drab blue of almost every

A small, witty gentleman with a whimsical, alert expression—that is Walter Macker, officially entitled to see the pretty girls, along with the pretty girls at all the pretty girls' parties. For entertainment he likes a good variety show or a bit of dancing with his pretty wife, Lucinda.

Gold Braid Galore

Once the group arrived at the Officers' club they were due for quite a surprise! The glittering beauty of Connecticut's finest was obscured by a much brighter light. When the eyes of the guests became accustomed to the bright illumination, they observed that the scene was a tremendous quantity of lights. The dining room was furnished with a brand new facility. A distinguished facility.

Dazzy among his friends. Which Will appeal to Dazzy, and
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Every night his favor-
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Employers Prefer All-Round Women Of Wide Training

The following is taken from a questionnaire submitted to seventy major corporations employing college graduates by Frank S. Ed- dix, of Northwestern university.

Two weeks ago News printed the first two questions and an- swers. This week, we are giving what employers say about specialized courses, high marks, and personal character.

Would you prefer graduates with more specialized courses than the typical student has taken, or do you feel that a broader and more general education is de- sirable?

The Answers

For technical employment: engineers, engin- eers, metallurgists, we prefer that the graduate would have taken as many specialized courses as possible in his particular field.

For non-technical or semi-technical positions, sales, credit, we feel that it is desirable for the gradua- te to have had a broad educ- ation.

We are primarily interested in people well rounded in funda-}

mentals. Specialized or vocational courses are fine if they have not crowded out the fundamentals. Give us a well rounded chemical engineer and we will give him the specialization he needs after he gets here.

Question

To what extent do you give preferences to those who have earned high marks in college?

Answers

Only 36 per cent of the respond- ents indicated that high marks were essential, especially for re- search and technical positions. Most of the others indicated that marks alone were not given spe- cial consideration. One large cor- poration replied as follows: We give no preference to high marks alone. We prefer students who are well-rounded individuals, who have attained maturity, who possess work experience, and who have adapted themselves to practical situations in industry.

High marks are not always indica- tive of reliability, although there is some correlation.

Personality is generally recog- nized as important, but this term is too broad to be meaningful. Can you set up some specific person- al characteristics which are con- sidered essential by your com- pany and indicate why they are necessary?

Our emphasis seems to be on many things as aptitude, temperament, emotional integrity, intelligence, of course, counts across the board in all these attributes. There is just no use struggling with a person who is unable to get along with his fellows. Regardless of technical ability, he is ineptive and causes too much wearage.

Mallove's

Record Department 74 STATE STREET We carry the very latest classical and popular Victor, Columbia, Decca, Columbia and other records.

For Drug Store Needs

Elizabeth Arden Leichner — Yardley's Dorothy Gray — Max Factor Cosmetics

The Nichol & Harris Co.,
110 State St.
Phone 5837

Always Buy Chestfield Milder... Better-Tasting... Cooler

If you're coming to see me tonight don't forget your ABC's for more smoking pleasure. You know, A—ALWAYS MINDER, B—BETTER TASTING and C—COOLER SMOKING.

Chestfield's Right Combination... World's Best Tobaccos gives you ALL the benefits of smoking pleasure.